Parking Policies:

South Louisiana Community College has the responsibility of regulating vehicular traffic on all of its campuses and sites (Lafayette, New Iberia, and Franklin). The college also is responsible for ensuring that all motor vehicles and bicycles used on campus follow college guidelines for orderly and safe operation. All motor vehicles are to be registered immediately upon student enrollment or employment. Vehicle registration carries no fee. Parking tags are to be displayed at all times when a vehicle is on campus.

It is the responsibility of all Faculty, Staff, and students who operate a motor vehicle to register the vehicle and to obtain a current parking tag. Vehicle registration is handled through the Campus Security Office. In Lafayette, 320 Devalcourt Street, Room 142 (337-521-8914) or in New Iberia, 908 Ember Drive, Administrative Office (337-373-0185).

Anyone operating a vehicle outside of college guidelines will be subject to vehicle citations, fines, immobilization, and towing. Students/ staff who develop a pattern of disregard for college parking and operation guidelines face the added penalty of losing campus parking privileges.

Attention: Do not block or constrict accesses or traffic lanes in any parking area. Maximum speed on campus is 10mph; exercise caution for all traffic to include but not limited to small vehicles, motorcycles, bicycles and pedestrians.

SLCC strives to maintain a safe environment to include safe parking and street areas. However, SLCC is not responsible for any loss of items/valuables or damage to vehicles parked or traveling in the vicinity of any campus or site.